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Ancient Egypt A Very Short
Shot and produced in only four days, ‘600 Kilos’ is a short film directed by Mohammed Ashraf Koushi which covers the theme of self-exploration. The short film has to date participated in the Luxor ...
‘600 Kilos’: An Egyptian Short Film on the Road to Self-Exploration
However, far from being a "trend," hypnotherapy is neither new nor New Age. In fact, it’s been around for thousands of years. It was even practiced in Ancient Egypt and Ancient ...
Psychology Today
Tutankhamen, often referred to now as King Tut, is the most well-known of Egypt’s pharaohs due to the 20th century discovery of his remarkable tomb. Inside a stone sarcophagus were three more ...
Nine cult Ancient Egyptian figures that pop up everywhere
Other films screened and discussed include Lebanon's A City And A Woman and the Netherland's Naya - the Forest Has a Thousand Eyes ...
French-Armenian film Storgetnya among short documentaries discussed in Ismailia
A special tribute ceremony for long-time star actor Ahmed Bedir was held on Thursday as part of the 22nd edition of the Ismailia Film Festival for Documentaries and Shorts, after a special screening ...
Egyptian actor Ahmed Bedir celebrated at Ismailia Film Festival
When more than 200,000 people are obsessed with a product, you know there's something behind the buzz. These best-selling Mellanni sheets on Amazon have converted more than a few for being soft, ...
These Ultra-Comfortable Sheets Have 200,000+ Glowing Amazon Reviews — & They're 33% Off For Prime Day
One of your neighbors posted in Community Corner. Click through to read what they have to say. (The views expressed in this post are the author’s own.) ...
An Analysis of The Teachings of Ptahhotep
Hosted by the Chinese Embassy in Egypt and Confucius Institute at Cairo University, the competition attracted many students from Cairo University, Suez Canal University, Luxor University, Aswan ...
Feature: Egyptian university students devoted to Chinese language learning
As artist Fadia Badrawi, writes, “[His] short life, just 43 years ... his value added was his success in reflecting the Egyptian identity very naturally.” ...
Mahmoud Mukhtar: An Egyptian Farmer's Son Becomes a Sculpting Legend
Raiders of the Lost Ark hit the screens in St. Louis. It would go on to win five Oscars and be recognized as one of the ...
Our review of Raiders of the Lost Ark from 40 years ago: 'A lot of fun and somewhat of a throwback'
As with Anna, Collette (and the rest of the ladies) were allowed to "accessorize" their swimsuits with Egyptian themed accessories that Bill had provided. Collette had chosen to go with an Egyptian ...
Swimsuit2021- Collette Egyptian Queen 1 piece suit
Experts say jump roping provides a quick and intense cardiovascular workout that can be done at home and with minimal equipment ...
Jump Roping Craze: How to Get the Most Out of This At-Home Exercise
Photo Illustration by Elizabeth Brockway/The Daily Beast/GettyIt was a cold winter morning in Moscow in the late 2000s. At the southern end of the Slavyanskaya Square, in front of the giant windows of ...
How a Renegade ‘Middle Eastern Mafia’ Invented Modern Russian Espionage
Calling the frame "very disturbing," Kais tweeted that it was "from a promotional video for the Egyptian Navy published a short time ago by an Egyptian army spokesman under the name 'Lords of the ...
Egyptian army depicts exploding Israeli warship in official motivational video
About Brazilians, the diplomat said that she found the people very warm and willing to help ... everywhere I said I was Egyptian, people were fascinated, they mentioned Cleopatra, the pyramids ...
Woman heads Egyptian consulate in São Paulo
A multimedia exhibition in Paris offers a rich flashback to a period between the 1920s and the 1970s when many female performers took center stage.
The ‘Divas’ Who Serenaded and Seduced the Arab World
The outgoing prime minister had a grand strategy for Israel and successfully implemented it, turning Israel into a regional powerhouse.
A salute to Netanyahu’s strategic leadership - opinion
"Abys," which date all the way back to ancient Egypt, are one of the oldest known ... This orange cat breed is interactive and known for being very active. "Abyssinians are excellent candidates ...
10 Orange Cat Breeds You’ll Fall in Love With
"It is due to the captain's repeated orders in a very short time," Xinhua news agency ... Authority's headquarters in Ismailia city. In April, the Egyptian authorities seized Ever Given, one ...
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